Abstract-In this paper, we propose the "added" use of proximity search to a web search query for narrowing down the set of documents returned as answers to a keyword based search query. This approach adds value to web search query results by allowing users to better express what they are looking for. Most of the current search engines provide limited proximity search behaviour such as allowing only two query terms. While there are many algorithms for k-word near proximity search, there is no work for k-word ordered proximity search. This paper presents (a) a new algorithm for k-word ordered proximity search in a document, which runs in O(nlogk) time per document where n is the number of words (terms) in the document, and k is the number of query terms in a query, (b) enhancements to ranking techniques related to proximity search, and (c) a suggestion involving frequent combinations of query terms in order to help users locate the desired documents more accurately.
I. INTRODUCTION
As the web expands, the role of search engines in obtaining relevant information on the web is becoming more significant. The main objective of a search engine is to find the most accurate answers for a search query, ranked at or near the top of the answers, while performing the search fast.
Sometimes, in a keyword-based search query, the proximity and order of terms are important in locating the most relevant documents to the query. For example, when a query "surface area of rectangular pyramids" is posed, the user is most likely searching for documents that contain information about the surface area of rectangular pyramids. However, documents may contain all of these keywords in totally different contexts, in different order, or not in close proximity. For example, a document might contain "surface area of cuboids and volume of rectangular pyramids", which is not likely what the user is looking for. While link-based heuristic algorithms like Page Rank Model [4] and Hub and Authority model [5] are used to compute the relevance of a document, in this paper, we focus on textual information; more specifically, the effectiveness of making use of the closeness of keywords in a document on the accuracy of the search. If the proximity is good, then it is more likely that the keywords have some combined meaning in the document. Note that the proximity score cannot be computed off-line because one cannot predict all possible combinations of keywords a priori. Therefore, there is a need to compute proximity scores in a document efficiently.
In this paper, we first propose a k-word ordered proximity search algorithm in a document that, given a query and a document, locates an interval in the document containing all query terms, in the order given in the query. Time complexity of the algorithm does not depend on the maximum distance between keywords and runs in time linear on the number of query term occurrences in the document. To the best of our knowledge, such an algorithm for k, k>2, query terms does not exist. The paper also proposes alternative ways to rank documents with respect to a query, with or without regard to query term ordering.
Sprink et al [6, 7] has shown that the average length of web queries are between two and three keywords. Moreover, these queries tend to cover a wide variety of information needs, and are often expressed with ambiguous terms. Sprink et al also demonstrates that users expect the system to retrieve the relevant documents at the top of the result list. Indeed more than half of the web users tend to look at only the first two result pages. This paper attempts to improve the precision of proximity search via an efficient search algorithm and score computation. Our emphasis here is to increase the query expressive power and accuracy of search engines via explicit proximity search.
The paper is organized as follows. In section II, we summarize related work on the behavior of current search engines with regards to proximity search, followed by importance of proximity search in section III. Sections IV and V outline the k-word ordered proximity problem and our algorithm. Useful ranking and suggestion techniques relevant to proximity search are discussed in sections VI and VII, respectively. We have built a proximity search system, populated it with two distinct databases [20, 21] and compared its performance against google desktop search and Boolean search [22] . Section VIII contains results of our empirical evaluation. Section IV concludes.
II. RELATED WORK We first review the way some major search engines currently support explicit proximity searching. Google: Google [1] does not provide any explicit search except phrase searching. They claim to take proximity of the words into account in their relevance ranking. A restricted proximity search can be done by wild-card searches [8] . We give an example. Example 1. Consider a user who is looking for documents that contains terms A and B at most one word apart. The only option that the user has to explicitly specify this would be "A B" OR "B A" OR "A * B" OR "B * A". If the user is searching for documents which maintains the query order also, then it would be like "A B" OR "A * B". Same query, but now with terms, at most 3 words apart, would look like "A B" OR "A * B" OR "A ** B" OR "A ***B". Clearly, even for a simple proximity search, such an approach gets complicated fast as terms or distances between terms increase. There is a Google API proximity search (GAPS) [9] that only performs search up to a distance of three words and also, the number of terms is also limited to two. Builders of this tool limit distance to three words because the complexities of queries as well as the number of sub-queries get higher with increased distance. There is no way to specify queries like "Find all the terms A B C within 5 words of each other". Yahoo: Yahoo [2] is very similar to Google in terms of proximity searching. It does not have any explicit proximity searching, but has a tool [10] similar to GAPS. Exalead: Exalead [3] provides some, though very limited, flavor of proximity searching with operators like NEAR and NEXT to state proximity searching explicitly. NEAR operator finds documents where the query terms are within 16 words of each other. It does not allow the user to alter the proximity limit of 16 words. Similar to Google and Yahoo, Exalead cannot solve queries of the form "Find all the terms A B C within 5 words of each other". NEXT operator is used only for phrase searching; A NEXT B would find all documents in which A is followed by B.
There is a comparison of search engines on the web [11] on their features including proximity searching. As mentioned, most of the search engines do not provide any explicit searching behavior. AltaVista used to provide it, but not anymore.
Most work related to proximity search considers only pairs of keywords or finding k keywords within a maximum distance d. Gonnet et al [12] proposes an algorithm for finding pairs of two keywords P 1 and P 2 whose distance is less than a given constant d in O((m 1 + m 2 ) log m 1 ) time, where m 1 , m 2 are the numbers of occurrences of the two keywords, respectively, and m 1 < m 2 . Manber and Baeza-Yates [13] propose the abstract data type proximity and an O(log n)-time algorithm, but the construction takes O(n 2 ) time. Aref et al [14] proposes an algorithm for finding tuples of k keywords in which all keywords are within distance d, but it requires O (n 2 ) time. Ordered proximity between terms is also not considered in detail by these methods. Sakadane and Imai [17] propose an O(nlogk)-time algorithm for k-word near proximity which was the first work for efficiently calculating proximity for k > 2. They however do not consider ordered proximity, and only one ranking method, namely, closeness.
III. IMPORTANCE OF PROXIMITY SEARCHING
A major disadvantage of phrase search methods, as provided by most current search engines, is that they require exact match of phrases. In English, one or few words often come between the terms of interest. For example, for the query "Near President Kennedy", we have retrieved records that mention President Kennedy in a sentence in four forms in which the name is likely to appear as: President John Fitzgerald Kennedy, President John F. Kennedy, President John Kennedy, or President Kennedy. As another example, for a search on "red brick house", phrases such as "red house of bricks" or "house made of red bricks" would be acceptable.
By limiting the proximity, these phrases can be located while avoiding documents where the words are scattered or spread across a page or in unrelated articles in an anthology.
Commercial internet search engines tend to produce too many matches for the average search query without necessarily increasing the accuracy. Proximity searching is one method to reduce the number of page matches. And, by using word proximity to assist in ranking, one can improve the relevance (precision) of the matched pages. As an added benefit, proximity searching helps combat spamdexing by avoiding web pages which contain dictionary lists or shotgun lists of thousands of words, which rank higher in search engines that are heavily biased towards word frequency.
Thompson and Christopher [15] discuss how proximity search is beneficial in name searching in information retrieval on the web. Since last name and first name should occur close to each other ( i.e., within 2 words), the number of documents retrieved using proximity search are much smaller as compared to retrieving documents for each word individually.
Another area where proximity search is helpful is when the user enters more than two words and a subset of these words has more importance. With proximity searching, documents containing these subsets as well as other remaining terms can be ranked higher than the documents that contain all the words in close proximity.
Monz [16] describes the use of proximity search in Question Answering, and discusses how to achieve higher accuracy. Ordered proximity search can be used to achieve even higher levels of accuracy in such systems.
Proximity searching is useful in environments where the same word occurs in many different phrases (such as song searches, book searches or journal paper searches) and thus, searching by proximity to other words, instead of just their occurrences, can narrow the results effectively. Also, while searching, many times it happens that the user remembers only a part (2-3 words) of the whole phrase (generally a subphrase; sometimes they would know keyword position with respect to the whole phrase also), and hence proximity searching can be helpful and effective there as well.
Proximity searching can help reduce the number of relevant documents returned by a search engine greatly, and thus, improve precision.
.n] be a document of length n; P 1 ….P k be given terms, and p ij be the position of the j th occurrence of a term P i in document D. We say that an interval in D is (a) termminimal if it contains exactly one occurrence for each of the k query terms, and (b) query-minimal if does not contain another interval with all k terms. In the rest of this paper, we use only term-minimality, abbreviated as minimality.
Problem 1 (naïve k-word ordered Proximity Search). When k terms P 1 …..P k and their positions p ij in a document D = D [1…n] are given, naïve k-word ordered proximity search is to find minimal intervals [l, r] in [1, n] that contain positions of all k terms in the increasing order of the sizes of intervals, where order of the terms in a interval is as given in the query.
Problem 2 (k-word ordered and ranked proximity search).
Ordered proximity search is to find minimal intervals [l, r] in D[1, n] that contain positions of all k terms in a specified order and ranked according to an efficient ranking mechanism. And, with "Near-proximity" search, we refer to proximity search, confined to a pre-specified-size (e.g., 16 terms) around a selected term.
V. K-WORD ORDERED PROXIMITY SEARCH ALGORITHM This section presents an algorithm that searches for a minimal interval with all k query terms, in the order specified in the query. A priori Step (Indexing). This step is executed a priori, i.e., it is done offline. For each term in document D, a term position list is built, which contains the numeric positions of the term, sorted by position, in D. Next, we present a two-step online algorithm.
Step 1 Let Q have k terms, and D has a total of m, m>n occurrences of the terms in Q. Then step 1 can be viewed as the merging step of a merge sort [25] , which runs in O(mlogk) time. Since in the worst case, m=n, the time cost is also O(nlogk)
Step 2 (Scanning for interval generation). Each interval starts with the first query term. Since we have the position list for the first query term as well as the merged query term position list (from step 1), we directly start scanning from the position next to the first query term in the merged query term position list (see Figure 1 for a visualization) . While scanning, we keep checking whether the next term in the list is the same as in the query. If yes, we continue scanning until we find all the query terms in given order. If the next term is not the same as the next query term, then we simply stop scanning the list at that position, and restart the scan at the position following the next position of the first query term. We give an example. Q=(A, B, C) , and let the position list for A and the merged query term position list for Q are as given in Figure 1 . From figure 1, we skip the first position (p=3) of A as the remaining query terms do not exist between p=3 and p=5, and hence start checking for a valid interval with p=5. Scanning the list for interval generation (i.e., the second step) takes in the worst case a complete document scan, i.e., it is O(n). In the best case, the second step might only need to scan at most k elements in the list and hence O(k). Hence, the overall complexity of the algorithm is O(nlogk).
VI. RANKING METHODS
In Section V, we have given an algorithm for obtaining each (and every) minimal interval containing an ordered occurrence of the query Q in document D. An alternative algorithm is to locate all distinctly minimal intervals containing differently ordered sequences of query terms, which is given by Sadakane and Imai [17] . This algorithm uses the plane-sweep algorithm and runs in O(nlogk) time (and does not have a ranking mechanism). Given minimal (ordered or distinctly ordered) intervals obtained one of these two algorithms, the next step is to rank documents on the basis of the located minimal intervals. Next, we list three possible ranking approaches.
Ranking Based on Closeness Score
We define closeness by the length of the interval which contains all the query terms as follows: (i) first find the minimal interval in a document, and assign a score (i.e., a rank value) to the document based on the minimal interval, (ii) sort and display documents based on their rank values. We can further reduce of the number of documents based on other user input, like restriction on the maximum length of the interval (threshold value), discussed later in the section. Figures  2 and 3 . The number of distinctly minimal intervals for samples 1 and 2 are both 3 (which is (ACB, BAC, CBA) for Sample 1, and (CAB, ABC, BCA) for Sample 2), and hence the closeness score (rank value) for both documents is 3. This ranking method is useful where the user is looking for the cases when the terms are closest-with or without order. Basically, documents are ranked by increasing values of closeness of terms.
Ranking Based on Interval Occurrence Count
An interval which contain all the query terms could occur many times in a document. The more the number of intervals in a document, the more relevant the document is. Example 5. For samples 1 and 2 in Figures 2 and 3 , the scores are 6 and 5, respectively (as illustrated). We keep a count of the valid intervals irrespective of their closeness value. Other restrictions like threshold value can still be applied to narrow down the valid intervals even more. This ranking method is useful when users looking for documents where the query terms are frequent while satisfying the interval constraints.
Ranking Based on Average Closeness
This ranking takes both the occurrence as well as the closeness into account. Basically we find the average closeness of query terms in a document by summing all the valid interval lengths and then dividing by the number of such intervals, i.e., the occurrence count.
If a combination of query terms occurs very close and occurs only once in the document, it can signify that document has some unique occurrence of the query terms and hence important. On the other hand, if a document contains many occurrences of query terms in which the query terms are close in all intervals, then we can infer that the document is of more significance than the earlier one. Example 6. For samples 1 and 2, the scores are 7 and 3.60, respectively, and hence, document 2 would be ranked higher as compared to document 1 which is as it should be since the words are closer to each other in it than in sample 1. In all of the above ranking methods, we further consider the following two important points: (a)Closeness to the given order of query terms: We take into consideration the order in which the query terms are input. So, if we have a set of documents which have similar scores (based on closeness or occurrence or both), then we further sort this set based on the order of terms. Closer the terms are to the original order of terms, the higher they would be ranked.
Example 7.
A simple way to assign order-based ranking would be to assign a number based on the position of terms in the query. If the query is (A, B, C) then we assign A = 3, B = 2 and C = 1. So, for the interval with (A, B,C), the score is 321. Now, for (B, C, A), the score is 213, and hence less than 321, and ranked lower.
(b)Starting position of the interval in a document: Suppose we have two documents having the same score as well as the same order of query terms. We can further sort them based on the starting position of the interval. Closer the starting position of the interval to the start of the document, the more relevant the document would be compared to the others. Example 8. In Figure 4 , occurrence (ii) is more relevant compared to occurrence (i), as (ii) occurs closer to the starting of the document. We can give high priority to the closeness of keywords occurring earlier in the query (i.e., Earlier Closeness notion), when the scores of a set of documents are the same. This is based on the intuition that the users type the first few words which they are really sure of (and hence are close) and then the remaining terms. where n is the number of query terms, and pos(i) is the position of the i th term in the interval, which leads to scores of 29.02 and 32.81 for cases 1 and 2, respectively.
VII.
FREQUENT COMBINATIONS In a given document set, many different combinations of query terms might exist, and it may be useful to show the user all frequent combinations of query terms, especially when the user is not sure of the order of terms and hence, can choose a combination to get better filtered and more relevant results. This is based on the fact that, in search engines, the order in which the user enters terms decides the first few results; or, a subset of terms has more relevance and hence decides the results. We may show only combinations which occur above a threshold (i.e., at least x times) in the document set.
Example 10. For a search for "California University", consider the results: California * University (1095) University * California (1166) University ** California (653) Since (University * California) and (California * University) are very frequent, directly searching for them would produce more relevant results and remove many unwanted documents.
Few current search engines (like Clusty [26] ) do clustering by finding frequent keywords only within the search results (title and snippet).
VIII. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
To evaluate the usefulness of ordered proximity search, we have built a proximity search engine that runs on two databases, namely, Sample Pubmed database [23] and another database that contains web pages from web sites which we crawled, parsed and compressed (including Wikipedia web pages). Our proximity search engine uses a term-level document inverted index to store term information, which includes ids of those documents in which each term occurs as well as the position of the term in the document. The inverted index is compressed using byte-aligned compression. Instead of compressing document identifiers and position numbers directly, we calculate and store differences between consecutive positions. We have used Visual Studio .NET 2005 for implementation, and SQL server 2005 as our database.
Proximity Search vs. Google Desktop Search
Approach: In this set of experiments, we used Google Desktop Search [24] for comparing results with our system, both searching on the same set of data. However, Google Desktop Search does not provide wildcard searches which hindered us from comparing more thoroughly with them.
Observation:
We ran the same queries on both our search engine with pubmed database and a desktop with papers from PubMed papers. Our system has much higher accuracy (precision), and returns much smaller numbers of (78% reduction) documents and most of them (92%) are very relevant. This is because Google Desktop Search does not allow specifying proximity in their queries. In some of the Google Desktop Search results, all terms are present without any relation between them, some of them even occurring in different sections, or have a large number of words between them, and, hence, are irrelevant. The query results returned by our system were very relevant and thus have very good precision value. Note that reducing the length of the interval increases the precision even further, but reduces the recall, as expected. Also, since we consider the starting position of the interval, in most cases (83%) we get the most relevant document at the top in our system.
Proximity Search vs. Boolean Search
Approach: In this set of experiments, we use the same two databases, but only check whether all the terms are present in a document and give a score based on the occurrence of the terms in the document. If the terms occur frequently in a document, then the document is ranked higher than the documents which have low occurrences of query terms. This set of experiments does not check for any other factors (Please see [22] to use the system). We ran 15 different random queries having more than one term.
The results are summarized in Figure 6 .
Observation: From Figure 6 , the proximity search (with thresholds 5 and 10) returns much less documents as compared to Boolean search; in the case of the threshold of 10, the reduction is about 50%; in the case of the threshold of 5, the reduction is more than 90%. Boolean search does not consider closeness of the terms, and hence returns documents even if the terms are far from each other or in totally different contexts to each other. Comparing the documents returned, we find that relevant documents were ranked higher than they were in the boolean search. Observation: From Figures 7 and 8 , ordered proximity search takes much less time (about 50% less on the average) as well as return less documents (from 0% less to 50% less) than near proximity. This means that it is always beneficial to use ordered proximity search if the order of the terms is known as the search takes less time and returns more relevant documents. The queries for which the results are the same for both near proximity as well as ordered proximity belong to those cases where the terms occur together most of the time and in the same order, e.g., "lung cancer", "brain tumor", etc.
Interval Length
Approach: Users can specify the maximum interval length in which all query terms need to be found. We call this a threshold value. We ran experiments by increasing the value of the threshold for a query for both cases, ordered proximity and near-proximity. Results are summarized in Figure 9 .
Observation: In general, there is an increase in the number of documents returned as the threshold increases since the interval within which the query terms are searched increases. Hence, the lower the threshold value is, the stronger the relationship between search terms; and hence documents returned are more relevant.
Figure9: Effect of Threshold IX. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK Our experiments have shown that proximity searching is a good way for reducing the returned documents to more relevant ones. We presented an O(nlogk) time algorithm for k-keyword ordered proximity search with efficient ranking methods. At the same time, k-keyword near-proximity search is also studied and implemented, as well as enhanced by our ranking method.
We argue that. while performing explicit proximity search, it is useful for the user to observe occurrence counts of all combinations of selected terms in documents.
We stress on increasing the search engines' query expressive power by including explicit proximity searching. We have built a search engine performing only proximity searching on one of our servers [20, 21] .
Future research includes taking into account the tags (title, paragraph, body, bold, etc) within which the terms occur in a document. For example, we can give more importance to a document which satisfies all proximity criteria as well as in which all the terms are found in the title. Also, we can apply ordered proximity algorithm to other areas like biological sequences. Frequent combinations from documents can complement existing clustering techniques to help them show better and more frequent clusters or suggestions.
